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Source: Corporate reports, Group 650, and NSR estimates and analysis.

Capital Cost US$bn Comments

XPUs $10bn
1m XPUs (50% GPUs, 50% ASICs). 
$10k ASPs.

Other server $2.5bn
CPUs, DRAM, NAND.
20% of server capex.

Network $2.5bn
Switches, optics, cables.
15-20% of cluster capex.

Pwr/cooling $2.5bn
500W/XPU. $10/W.
Half for PDUs, UPS, HVAC, etc.

Building $2.5bn
500W/XPU. $10/W.
Half for building, generators, etc.

Total $20bn

Annual Cost US$bn Comments

Equipment 
depreciation

$3.5bn $17.5bn over 5 years.

Building 
depreciation

$0.2bn $2.5bn over 20y.

Electricity $0.8bn
6TWh (500W/XPU. 1.3 PUE).
$0.15/kWh.

Software $0.3bn 5-10% of TCO.

Maintenance $0.3bn 5-10% of TCO.

Total $5bn

30%

70%

COGS: $5bn p.a., split 70% depreciation/30% cashCapex for a 1m XPUs cluster: $20bn

How much would a 1m XPU cluster cost to build and operate?

The $100bn datacenter planned by OpenAI and Microsoft
would correspond to a 5m XPU cluster, and cost $25bn p.a. to operate.

https://www.theinformation.com/articles/microsoft-and-openai-plot-100-billion-stargate-ai-supercomputer?rc=g1y7ou
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Relevant Further Research
▪ Memory and the AI cycle: And what if it were only the beginning? Increasing Micron’s price target to $150– (27 March 2024) – Link

▪ Nvidia, Broadcom, and the future of AI: Deeper thoughts on the back of last week’s events– (25 March 2024) – Link

▪ Who will capture the value of Gen AI? The call center use case – (9 March 2024) – Link

▪ Bible 4Q23 – Hyperscale & Cloud: Capex outlooks raised across the board, public cloud re-accelerating – (1 March 2024) – Link

▪ $400bn spent on datacenter AI chips in 2027? Part III: Implications for Semicap equipment – (23 Feb 2024) – Link

▪ After the rally: how to play the AI bull case, how to play the AI safe case, how to hedge against an AI winter. – (23 Feb 2024) – Link

▪ Nvidia 4FQ24: Confirms visibility into 2025. Buy, $925 TP. – (22 February 2024) – Link

▪ OpenAI now generates 100bn words per day. Our take. – (12 February 2024) – Link

▪ CPUs in 4Q23: AMD slashing prices to defend volumes in PCs; Intel doing the same in servers. – (7 February 2024) – Link

▪ Is the color AMD gave on its $400bn TAM credible? Comparing notes: – (6 February 2024) – Link

▪ We called last year for a reacceleration in cloud and 25% growth in capex. Here we are! – (2 February 2024) - Link

▪ AMD 4Q23: Fast MI300 ramp, stabilizing CPU shares, Console & Embedded correction in progress. Buy, $225 TP – (31 January 2024) - Link

▪ Microsoft & Google 4Q23: cloud capex shaping up in line with our thesis – (31 January 2024) - Link

▪ Microsoft & Google 4Q23: Public cloud growth is re-accelerating, in line with our thesis – (31 January 2024) - Link

▪ Intel 4Q23: IFS wins & stable PC share strong positive signals. Share losses in servers a real concern. Buy, $56 TP.– (26 January 2024) - Link

▪ AMD: Upgrade to Buy, $215 TP. – (24 January 2024) - Link

▪ $400bn spent on datacenter AI chips in 2027? Part II: Implications for infrastructure providers. – (23 January 2024) – Link

▪ $400bn spent on datacenter AI chips in 2027? Part I: Is it possible? The mother-of-all sanity checks. – (4 January 2024) - Link

▪ Google’s Gemini: What we (don’t) know – (12 December 2023) - Link

▪ Who can afford that many AI clusters? Part II – (28 September 2023) – Link 

▪ What drives Hyperscale capex going forward? A deep dive in the economics of Cloud – (27 March 2023) – Link

▪ ChatGPT – Implications of large language models for tech infrastructure (NVDA, TSMC, …).  – (24 January 2023) – Link

▪ How to play the Cloud build-out? – (21 January 2022) - Link

▪ Hot Chips 2021: What’s new in the realm of chip design? – (27 August 2021) - Link

▪ Intel Architecture Day: Is the Jim Keller magic hitting, and is Intel having its “ZEN” moment? – (23 August 2021) - Link

▪ Understanding Cloud compute growth dynamics… and why Intel is a screaming buy - (09 June 2020) – Link
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